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Acidic hose (red)

Cold Water (white)

Alkaline Water (Blue)

Source Water 
(Green)

1x Undersink Faucet Kit
1x Small Acidic Residual Spout
1x T-Fitting 3/8”
1x T-Fitting 1/2”
1x Silver Washer
1x Gold Locking
1x Rubber Washer
1x 1 1/2” Male Undersink Fitting 

INSTALLATION OVERLOOK

INCLUDED WITH YOUR UNDERSINK



1. Place box flat and remove all parts. There 
    is a small residual spout that sometimes 
    gets caught under the foam.

2. Locate a hole on your countertop we can 
    use for the faucet. (Soap dispenser or
    pre existing water spouts work great)

3. Locate the cold-water line under the sink
    and turn it off (clockwise). Ensure it’s off by
    turning on your faucet’s cold water.

4. Unscrew the cold-water hose from the cold
    water valve coming from the wall or cabinet.

5. The kit has two (2) white T-fiftings 3/8” & 
    1/2”, only one will be used. Secure it to the 
    base of the cold-water valve - hand tighten.
    

6. Connect the cold water hose to the end 
    of the T-fitting.

If you need to drill a hole, it’s  a 1 1/4 “ hole.

Channel locks or adjustable wrenches are
helpful in removing the hose

• Plumbers/ Teflon tape recommended
• Overtightening can strip the fitting

• Plumbers/Teflon tape recommended
• Overtightening can strip the fitting
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7. Insert the faucet into the countertop hole 
    by inserting the hoses first.

8. Run the silver washer and gold locking nut
    through all four hoses and secure faucet 
    into hole from cabinet underneath

9. Attach the residual water spout into the 
    hole next to the tall angular spout. Be sure 
    the faucet angle is positioned properly.

10. Remove blue horseshoe clip from 
       installed T fitting on cold water valve

11. Attach the white hose from the newly 
      installed facuet to theT-fitting connected 
      to the cold water valve.

12. Remove both blue clips and preinstalled 
      hoses from the inlet and outlet underneath 
      the ionizer. (Instructional video available)

The hose feeds into the fitting about 1/4” Remove blue horseshoe clips



UNDERSINK INSTALLATION
13. Remove the clear rubber plug from the
      swivel fitting on top of the ionizer. 

14. Remove blue clip then screw the white 
      1 1/2” male fitting into the swivel fifting. 

15. Place the ionizer under the sink on its 
      back to expose the two white bottom 
      fittings.

16. Strongly insert the green hose securely 
       into the white inlet fitting at the bottom 
       of the ionizer

17. Strongly insert the red hose securely 
       into the white inlet fitting at the bottom 
       of the ionizer

18. Stand the unit upright.

Overtightening can squeeze the O-ring
and cause a leak

Inlet fitting is nearest the power cord

Outlet fitting will have a red dot near it



20. Plug your ionizer into power. (If you do
      not see power, try turning on your garbage
      disposal switch)

19. Insert blue hose into the 1 1/2” male
      fitting on top of ionizer.

21. Open up cold water valve (counter 
      clockwise) halfway and check for leaks
      before opening up all the way. 

22. Turn lever on the faucet to open up water 
      flow to the ionizer and check fittings for 
      leaks.

23. OPTIONAL: Reattach blue clips to all 
       bottom fittings, male fitting and 
       T-fitting.

24. Check to see if screen says
      “Purify, Electrolyze, Divide” when the water 
       is running through. If you see this, you’re 
       all done!

Make sure it feeds in about 1/4”, you
will feel it seed in

Leaks can occur if hoses are not inserted
all the way



25. Unscrew pigtail cap 26. Connect black cord from faucet to pigtail
        underneath ionizer 

LED UNDERSINK CONNECTION

LED Undersink compatiable with Deluxe
7.5, 9.0 and 9.5 units only



Questions?

(888) 601-5886


